
Black Hills HS (est. 1997)    Studio Art 2020-21        FINAL ASSESSMENT 
 

 

PLEASE READ ALL PAGES AND RESPOND TO ALL THREE SECTIONS OF THIS ASSESSMENT. 
For each section, you may insert good photographs and typed display info as evidence of your work.  

(You are welcome to do this instead of delivering your actual artworks to the high school). 
 

NAME: ______DAVE WEGENER_________________________ PERIOD: __1-6____ DATE: ___JAN 12___________ 
  
 

SECTION 1 – SKETCH BOOK assessment  
 Read each criterion and indicate (clearly/obviously) your level of performance in the bar below each. 
 In the larger bar at the bottom of this section, indicate (clearly/obviously) the combined average of all the 

marks you made. 
 Translate that average into a letter grade for your overall SKETCH BOOK work. 

 

My sketchbook is no larger than 8x10 inches and no smaller than 4x6 inches. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER 3 BOOKS  =  80+ PAGES 

 

My name (and/or other pertinent information) is clearly and neatly on the front of the sketch book cover. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

For each school day since Day #1, I filled a page in my sketch book.  (For most students this amounts to 80 pages.) 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I avoided drawing from screens or photos.  I worked from observation, from imagination, or I just doodled. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER SOME WORK FROM PHOTOS 

 

I sketched for at least 30 minutes each day (i.e. on each page). 
 WEAKER  STRONGER SEVERAL 30+ MINUTES 

 

I did not use “lead’/graphite pencil.  I sketched with more permanent materials that do not erase.   
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

Used one page per sketch.  I did not draw on the back of other sketches. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER SOME GLUED STUFF 

 

I gave each page a date like a diary. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I used the pages in order and numbered each page as I went. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I kept the subject matter appropriate for school. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I protected and kept my sketch book in good condition.  It is easy to look through and is not falling apart. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

After averaging the 11 marks made above, I earned the following grade for my SKETCH BOOK: ____A (93%)_ 
 

INSUFFICIENT (55%/F) WEAK (65%/D) OKAY (75%/C) STRONG (85%/B) EXEMPLARY (95%/A) 

 

 The instructor must receive this assessment (via Google Classroom, email or delivery) by Friday, February 5th. 

 Students can earn up to a “C” without showing evidence or handing in their actual SKETCH BOOK(s). 

 Students who want to be eligible* for earning a higher grade, must include visual evidence of the work.   
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Good photographs showing evidence of work can be pasted into this assessment form or attached in an email 
sent to the instructor.  There is no need to insert/attach dozens of photographs.  However students should 
consider at least showing photos of their best pages, their favorite pages and evidence of meeting criteria such 
as name, dates, page numbers, etc.   

               Students may also deliver their actual SKETCH BOOK(s) to BHHS by Friday, February 5th.    
*(Sending photos and/or handing in actual work does not guarantee a higher grade.) 

 SKETCH BOOKS can be handed in on the receiving table inside the main entrance doors at Black Hills HS.   

 Graded work can be retrieved from the same place after it has been recorded in the Skyward grade book. 

  

 
Book I = 32 pages   Book II = 24 pages   Book III = 32 pages
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NAME:  DAVE WEGENER_________________________ PERIOD: __1-6____ DATE: ___JAN 12 
  
 

SECTION 2 – ARTIST STUDIES assessment  
 Read each criterion and indicate (clearly/obviously) your level of performance in the bar below each. 
 Fill in all blanks, complete all statements, answer all questions, etc. about your work. 
 In the larger bar at the bottom of this section, indicate (clearly/obviously) the combined average of all the 

marks you made. 
 Translate that average into a letter grade for your overall ARTIST STUDIES work. 

 

Every 3 weeks, I got to know a famous artwork by researching it and completing a study (rendition) of it.  (For most 
students this amounts to 6 studies/renditions completed.) 

 WEAKER  5 STUDIES, NOT 6…  

 

For each study (rendition) I chose an artwork by an artist from “THE LIST” provided by the instructor.   
 WEAKER  STRONGER WAYNE THIEBAUD 

 

Each artist study (rendition) I made replicates and/or refers to the original artist’s artwork.   
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I made each study a consistent standard size of 8 ½ x 11 inches. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I used heavier, thicker art papers that accept both wet and dry art materials very well. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I worked on my study (rendition) at least twice (i.e. two hours) each week by adding something to it. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I used a variety of materials.  I tried new materials.  I combined art materials in ways that were new to me.  And in 
the process of doing so, I discovered what works, what doesn’t, what I like, and what I don’t like. 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

Here are two examples of how I met this criterion:  1) I combined color pencil (to start each study), water 
color (to block in areas), and different kinds of acrylics to build the layers.      
  2) I had never before used “heavy-body” acrylics, but they were key in mimicking Wayne 
Thiebaud’s style of thick, buttery textures.          
 

I took measures to protect my art as I worked on it.  The end product looks complete and is in good condition. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

For each artist study (rendition) I typed display information (no more than a page).  Each page includes facts, 
background info and/or stories viewers ought to know about the artist’s work I studied and the study/rendition I 
made.  I have included the typed display information with each study/rendition I completed. 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

After averaging the 9 marks made above, I earned the following grade for my ARTIST STUDIES: _ B+ (89%)__ 
 

INSUFFICIENT (55%/F) WEAK (65%/D) OKAY (75%/C) STRONG (85%/B) EXEMPLARY (95%/A) 

 

 The instructor must receive this assessment (Google Classroom, email or delivery) by Friday, February 5th. 

 Students can earn up to a “C” without showing evidence or handing in their actual ARTIST STUDIES. 

 Students who want to be eligible* for earning a higher grade, must include visual evidence of the work.   
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Good photographs and typed display info can be pasted into this assessment form or attached in an email sent 
to the instructor.   
Students may also deliver their actual ARTIST STUDIES with typed display info to BHHS by Friday, February 5th.    
*(Sending photos and/or handing in actual work does not guarantee a higher grade.) 

 ARTIST STUDIES can be handed in on the receiving table inside the main entrance doors at Black Hills HS.    

 Graded work can be retrieved from the same place after it has been recorded in the Skyward grade book. 
 

This semester I chose to study the paintings of Wayne Thiebaud by mimicking his style.  I studied his work 
not by replicating Mr. Thiebaud’s own original works, but by referring to his work by apply his style to my 
own original pictures.  What I focused on were three main things that stand out about Thiebaud’s work: 1) 
his generous, thick, buttery use of paint that looks almost like the frosting or icing on a cake, 2) his 
simplified – sometimes physics-defying compositions, and 3) his use of vibrant colors (instead of neutrals) 
for shadows and outlines that change throughout the picture.  Each study required at least five one-hour 
sessions to complete, and each session was performed live via Google Meets with each class period. 
 

 

1967 E. 115th Place 
acrylic on watercolor paper 
8 ½ x 11 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
This is a picture of the house my parents bought in 1963 after they were married, and where I lived until 
1983.  It is painted primarily from memory, as it lacks accurate proportions or details.  I started it with 
strong color pencil lines and very thin, watercolor washes of paint. 
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Mortar and Pestle 
acrylic on watercolor paper 
8 ½ x 11 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
This is a painting of the mortar and pestle that sits on my office desk.  I use it somewhat regularly when 
preparing ingredients for my meals at work.  This painting went through several color changes before 
arriving at the final colors you see here.  I like how the previous colors are visible beneath the top layers. 
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Mouse 
acrylic on watercolor paper 
8 ½ x 11 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
This is a painting of the computer mouse on my office desk.  I like how simple the composition is, and I 
especially like the interplay between elements that give the illusion of three-dimensional form and the 
elements that remind me it is just a flat surface covered with thick strokes of paint. 
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1127 Clayton Street 
acrylic on watercolor paper 
8 ½ x 11 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
This is a picture of my grandmother’s house in Denver, Colorado.  I regularly visited it every Sunday 
afternoon and evening with my family.  This painting was made mostly from memory, but I used Google 
Maps to remind me of some of the house’s features, like the upstairs window.  The front steps seen here 
are how I remember them before they were replaced. 
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1967 E. 115th Place II 
acrylic on watercolor paper 
8 ½ x 11 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
This is a picture of the house my parents bought in 1963 after they were married, and where I lived until 
1983.  It is painted primarily from memory, as it lacks accurate proportions or details. 
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NAME: DAVE WEGENER_________________________ PERIOD: __1-6____ DATE: ___JAN 12   
 

SECTION 3 – PROJECT assessment 
 Read each criterion and indicate (clearly/obviously) your level of performance in the bar below each. 
 Fill in all blanks, complete all statements, answer all questions, etc. about your work. 
 In the larger bar at the bottom of this section, indicate (clearly/obviously) the combined average of all the 

marks you made. 
 Translate that average into a letter grade for your overall PROJECT work. 

 

Every week, I have worked on a larger, more labor intensive, autobiographical artwork that will be completed by 
the end of the semester. 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I have chosen an autobiographical subject or theme – a picture of me, family, a pet, my experiences, a family story… 
 WEAKER  STRONGER MY GRANDFATHER 

Here is a description of the autobiographical content/theme of my PROJECT:  I chose to work on a 
painting of my grandfather Lorenz Wegener that I started several years ago.  Although I did accomplish 
more work on it, I still have not completed the work.  It has many layers to it that I have yet to 
incorporate.  Those layers are part of his history and accomplishments based on the many stories he 
frequently told to me and my brother.          
       
 

I have been original and authentic by keeping my subject/theme very specific and personal (not plagiaristic, broad, 
vague, generalized, etc.). 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I have been making my project on a sturdy canvas (or board) that is at least 16x20 inches. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER 24 x 36 inches 

 

I have been using acrylic paints for the most of or the entire project.   
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I have been working on my project for at least one hour each week since the semester began. 
 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I have experimented and combined materials with the acrylic paint, such as collage and ink, but I have still made my 
project as durable and as permanent as possible.  (Ignore, skip or cross out this criterion if it does not apply.) 

 WEAKER  STRONGER COLLAGE & ACRYLIC 

 

I have been using small brushes (½ - inch wide or smaller) and small strokes of paint with lots of layers to make my 
project as complex, detailed and “project-like” (i.e. labor-intensive) as possible. 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

I have been protecting and kept my project in good condition for keepsake – for me, my family, my friends, my 
children, my grandchildren, etc.   

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

My project will include typed display information (no more than a page) that can help viewers understand the 
backstory, symbolism and/or meaning behind my project. 

 WEAKER  STRONGER  

 

After averaging the 9 (or 10) marks made above, I earned the following grade for my PROJECT: C (75%) 
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INSUFFICIENT (55%/F) WEAK (65%/D) OKAY (75%/C) STRONG (85%/B) EXEMPLARY (95%/A) 

 

 The instructor must receive this assessment (Google Classroom, email or delivery) by Friday, February 5th. 

 Students can earn up to a “C” without showing evidence or handing in their actual PROJECT. 

 Students who want to be eligible* for earning a higher grade, must include visual evidence of the work.   
Good photographs and typed display info can be pasted into this assessment form or attached in an email sent 
to the instructor.   
Students may also deliver their actual PROJECT with typed display info to BHHS by Friday, February 5th.    
*(Sending photos and/or handing in actual work does not guarantee a higher grade.) 

 The PROJECT can be handed in on the receiving table inside the main entrance doors at Black Hills HS.    

 Graded work can be retrieved from the same place after it has been recorded in the Skyward grade book. 
 

 
 

Lorenz Wegener (unfinished/in progress) 
acrylic and collage on canvas 
36 x 24 inches 
Fall 2020 
 
I began this portrait in 2012 and resumed work on it this year by adding layers of paint to the collaged 
elements.  It still has unfinished areas that I want to complete by the end of this school year.  My goal with 
this portrait of the only grandfather I ever knew, is to record not only his likeness, but pieces of stories and 
accomplishments I grew up associating with him. 


